NAIOP Wisconsin - 2019 Chapter of the Year!

NAIOP Wisconsin was recognized for award-winning membership and public policy programs that have resulted in record high membership, advancement of industry-leading legislative priorities, focus on the development of young professionals, and exemplary leadership for the commercial real estate industry in Wisconsin.

Jim Villa - Chapter Executive of the Year

NAIOP Wisconsin’s CEO Jim Villa is the 2019 NAIOP Chapter Executive of the Year! Villa was recognized for his strong leadership and management qualifications. In addition, he shepherded the Chapter through unprecedented membership growth and excellence in high value member programming.

“Congratulations to our NAIOP Wisconsin Chapter on winning multiple Chapter Merit Awards this year! On behalf of NAIOP, it was my honor to recognize your leadership in both the membership and legislative affairs categories, as these two initiatives are central to the mission of the organization. Your victories in two of the most notable categories - Chapter Executive of the Year and Chapter of the Year - demonstrate that Jim Villa, chapter executive, and the chapter board are guiding NAIOP Wisconsin in an exemplary way, leading your chapter to new heights and strengthening opportunities for your nearly 400 members.”

Thomas J. Bisacquino
NAIOP President and CEO

Chapter Merit Award - Legislative and Government Affairs

For the second straight year, NAIOP Wisconsin has been named a top NAIOP Chapter on public policy initiatives. The Chapter Merit Award recognizes top public policy programming that resulted in unprecedented representation of the industry’s interest - including passing 56 legislative priorities and overturning five Supreme Court Cases. The Chapter was also recognized for its innovation in the creation of the CORE Political Action Committee.

Chapter Merit Award - Membership

In addition to an all-time high for membership in our Chapter, NAIOP Wisconsin received the Chapter Merit Award for creative programs, including the Membership Ambassadors program, new member onboarding, Developing Leader All Stars Program, and membership retention year after year in excess of 85%!